
Jerusalem Kingdom’s Army 

Clothing and armor set for Horns of Hattin  

Head Protection: 

We prefer to see nasal helms and cone-shaped, oviform, or spherangular spangenhelms of 
various construction types as well as Рhrygian helmets or cerveillers with nasel or vizor. 

Nasal helm 

 

 

Spangenhelm 

 



 

Pot helmets with nasel, visor, or steel chin plate. Helmet with vizor is only allowed for a 
knight in full plate. 

Рhrygian helmet 

 

 

Cerveiller 

 



 

Pot helmet 

 

 

Padded Coif without collar is the only helm pad allowed. Caped (collared) coifs are not 
allowed. Separate mail Coif. Rectangle collar is an advantage. 

Coif 

 



 

Mail Coif 

 

 

Body Protection: 

Padded protection: Plain one-piece Gambeson or acetone (white is the best) with vertical 
seams on the brim at least. Gambeson should NOT feature gauntlets. Folded padded 
protection (padded robes) is only allowed for “oriental” sets with a proper legend. 

  

ATTENTION!  

Wearing padded protection under chainmail is PROHIBITED due to high risk of 
hyperthermia. Padded protection is only allowed for chainmail-less infantry. 



 

 

 



 

 

details 

details 

Chainmail protection:  

  

hauberk, haubergeon. A hauberk Is allowed without gauntlets or gloves as well as with single 
or both gauntlets, with any sleeve and flap length, with or without vent and hood. A separate 
coif is rare with knights and should be explained by a legend. An haubergeon is highly 
recommended for infantry or mounted sergeants. The protection may consist of butted 
(unriveted) rings. However, aluminum rings, stainless steel rings, chrome-plated or other 
historically inaccurate materials ARE PROHIBITED 



 

 

 



 

Lamellar protection.  

Lamellar protection was extremely rare during those times. 

If you use it, you should provide an appropriate explanatory base. 

Though it is allowed for “oriental” sets (Turcopoles, Sicilian Northmen etc). 

Cotte d’arms is allowed but it’s not required, especially if you are not amember of a military 
order. 

Cotte d’arms is allowed but it’s not required, especially if you are not amember of a military 
order. 

 



 

Cotte d’arms 

 



 

Wrist Protection: 

Wrist protection is inevitable for EVERY combatant with bladed weaponry (see Special 
Features). Separate padded or chainmail gauntlets are allowed. Gauntlets joined with a 
gambeson are notallowed. Unlike them, hidden wrist protection is permitted. The gauntlets 
may be put on immediately before the combat. 

See here how to make a padded gauntlet with hidden protection: 

  

Weapons 

Sword: Infantry can use old swords like type IX and X in Oakeshott list 

Spear: The softener may be put on in combat mode only. Riders should prepare their spears 
by adding mountings to your soles or stirrups. You can 

Javelin: Don’t forget the softener! 

Axe: axe with a blade of 5 cm or more. 

Mace: subject to historically based explanation. 



 

 

 

 

Two-handed axe  - Brodex. Mace 



 

 

 

 

Shields: 



Devoted archers on both sides turn shield into a highly recommended item. Kite-shaped 
shields of various size featuring different upper brim curves and “heaters” are welcome. 
Triangle shields are not recommended. “Orientals” may wear bucklers. Round or oval shields 
should be based on a corresponding historical source with tight regional binding (Germany, 
Byzantium, Spain) 

 

 



 

 



 

Leg protection 

Additional leg protection is recommended for riders but not for infantry. Chainmail chausses 
(one piece or laced) are allowed for knights or sergeants only – both for riders and unmounted 
ones. Archers or militants are not permitted to wear chainmail chausses. 

  

Mail chausses 



 

 



 

 

Please don’t take extra equipment! 

Each and every extra kilo will turn out a proper mess, literally. Warrior’s clothing and armor 
set should comply with historical sources according to region and your rank as well as to the 
event’s format. 

  

Please pay attention to the following explanation: 



Allowed equipment. 

  

Knight:  

Coifed chainmail (any length and both separate and built-in coif), cote d’arm(otionary), 
lamellar(optionary), helmet, any allowed type of shield, sword/mace/, one-handed or two-
handed axe( two-handed axe without sheeld), spear. 

  

Mounted Sergeant:  

Same as Knight but cote d’arm is not allowed. The coif is not necessary. 

  

Unmounted Sergeant:  

Same as Mounted Sergeant but open helmet only (no vizor), large shield is obligatory, sword 
or axe (one- handed or two-handed), spear (optional). 

  

Infantry/Militants:  

Gambeson or short mail, open-vizor helmet, spear, javelins if there is no spear and shield, 
shield (optional for those with spears) Sword or Axe or Mace 

  

Archer/Crossbowman:  

Gambeson or short mail (optional), open-vizor helmet (coif is not allowed), bow or 
crossbow*, sword or axe or mace 

  

Turcopole:  

Chainmail or Lamellar protection or Padded robe**, sword or mace, bow or javelins. 

  

* See Archers Set 

** See Saracens Set 

  



  

CANs and CAN’Ts 

  

ALL TYPES OF HIDDEN PROTECTION ARE ALLOWED. 

  

You just have to make is really hidden. 

Knee caps, greaves, padded cuisses, bracers, chapelles, topfhelms are PROHIBITED in all 
cases. The only knifes allowed are utility knives that are part of clothing set. Having daggers 
and dagas is prohibited as well as using them in battle. 

Water flask and pattens (for those wearing European footwear) are MUSTS. 

Bread bag is an advantage. 

 


